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Abstract—In order to ensure safe and reliable operation of
the grids of the future, hybrid ac-dc grids are being considered
as a promising solution. Traditionally state estimation (SE) of
hybrid ac-dc grids has been performed with sequential SE
algorithms. In this paper the authors show the inherent problems
of the sequential SE algorithms, especially due to the incorrect
propagation of the uncertainty of the boundary bus quantities.
Instead, a two-step SE accounting for the converter losses is
proposed, which updates the boundary results of the ac and
dc grids respectively, to improve the accuracy. Tests of a simple
hybrid ac-dc grid are presented to show the flaws in the sequential
SE algorithms and the benefits of the proposed two-step method.
Furthermore the accuracy improvements achievable through
the inclusion of the converter losses in the SE algorithm are
presented.

Index Terms—AC/DC grids, HVDC, Multi-Terminal DC grids,
State Estimation, Uncertainty propagation

I. INTRODUCTION

As the energy demand and the share of generation from

Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) is increasing, the tradi-

tional ac grids are often being operated at their limits. In order

to effectively integrate the generation from the remote DERs

and ensure a flexible, reliable and efficient operation of the

grids, the use of Multi Terminal dc (MTdc) grids, on top of or

in complement to the existing ac grids, is being considered

as a viable solution [1]. A pan European multi terminal

HVdc supergrid is proposed to interconnect various European

countries and regions around European borders in order to

share the renewable energy generation from different locations

and to reduce the inefficient spinning reserve [2]. Similarly,

as the distribution grids become active, MTdc grids are being

considered for the integration of DERs and storage systems

and to provide ac grid support for voltage and frequency

control [3], [4].

With a vision that in the future the smart distribution grids

would compose of hybrid ac-dc grids, research activities are

being conducted at the centre for Flexible Electrical Networks

(FEN) to develop planning methodologies, design, operation

and control schemes for such grids [5], [6]. To operate the

ac-dc grids, an accurate knowledge of the system state is

key to select the appropriate control actions. Previous studies
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proposed independent or sequential State Estimation (SE)

algorithms for estimating the states of hybrid ac-dc grids.

For instance, in [7], a dc system state estimation is proposed

without considering the ac-dc connection components. In [8]

the hybrid ac-dc grid is divided into three subsystems, namely

the ac, dc and ac-dc interface subsystems, and each subsystem

is estimated independently. In [9] a fast decoupled sequential

method is proposed, which solves iteratively the active and

reactive power flows at the boundary bus between the ac and

dc grids. The authors in [10] present an improved sequen-

tial method for ac-dc grid state estimation, where coupling

submatrices are used to couple the ac and dc subsystems.

However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous study

analyzed the possible errors introduced in the estimation due

to the successive iterations of a sequential SE algorithm.

Furthermore, many proposals do not consider the converter

losses in the SE algorithm, which can degrade the accuracy

of the estimation if not duly considered.

The main focus of this paper is to compare the performance

of different approaches for SE in hybrid ac-dc grids, to

specifically highlight the flaws of sequential SE algorithms for

hybrid ac-dc grids. Two designs of the sequential SE method

and a two-step SE algorithm are presented and tested on a

simple 5-bus ac network connected to an embedded 3-terminal

dc network. Test results show that the uncertainty propagation

in the iterations of the sequential algorithms may lead to

detrimental effects, thus determining superior performance of

the proposed two-step algorithm. Moreover, the impact of

neglecting the converter losses is investigated, demonstrating

the need to consider them in the SE model.

In the following, Section II presents the general model

used to perform SE in hybrid ac-dc grids. The sequential

and the two-step SE algorithms used for the analysis are

elucidated in Section III. In Section IV, the performance of the

aforementioned SE algorithms are presented and discussed.

II. STATE ESTIMATION MODEL

SE is a mathematical tool used to derive the accurate

knowledge of the systems states from measurements corrupted

with noise. The Weighted Least Square (WLS) method is one

of the most common techniques adopted for SE, thus the

algorithms here presented refer to this approach. The general



measurement model used in the WLS formulation is:

z = h(x) + e (1)

where z is the vector of measurements, x is the vector of state

variables, h(x) are the functions linking the measurements

to the state variables, and e is the vector of measurement

errors. The measurement errors are usually considered to be

uncorrelated with zero mean, whose covariance matrix has the

variance of the individual measurements in the diagonal terms.

In the WLS approach, the states of the system are calculated

by minimizing the following objective function:

J(x) = [z− h(x)]TW[z− h(x)] (2)

where the weighting matrix W, equal to the inverse of

the measurement covariance matrix, is introduced to provide

higher weight to the measurements with better accuracy.

The minimization of (2) is done iteratively, which finally

results in solving the so-called normal equations:

G∆x = HTW[z− h(x)] (3)

where H is the Jacobian of the measurement functions h(x),
G = HTWH is the so-called Gain matrix, and ∆x is the

vector used to update the state variables x, at each iteration t,

using the following:

xt+1 = xt +∆x (4)

The iterative process stops when a given convergence crite-

rion is achieved, which is usually chosen as max(|∆x|) < ǫ,

where ǫ is the chosen threshold.

In hybrid ac-dc grids, three different subsystems need to

be mapped into the SE model: the ac grid, the dc grid and

the converter between ac and dc grid. Following subsections

describe more in detail the modelling of these subsystems for

SE purposes.

A. Ac grid model

The model used to represent ac grids in state estimation is

well-known [11]. Traditionally, for ac transmission systems,

voltage magnitudes and phase angles are considered as state

variables. In such a case the resulting state vector is:

xac = [θac,Vac] = [θ2, ..., θNac
, V1, ..., VNac

] (5)

where θi and Vi are the voltage phase-angle and magnitude

of the i-th node, respectively, and Nac is the total number of

nodes in the ac grid. However, it is worth remarking that hybrid

ac-dc grids can be found both in transmission and distribution

systems. As a result, a different choice of the state xac can

be also adopted, without any loss of generality, taking into

account the characteristics of the grid (see for example [12]

or [13] for other solutions used in distribution systems).

The available measurements zac could be active/reactive

power flows, active/reactive power injections, current flows

and voltage measurements. The related expressions for the

measurement functions hac can be found in [11] for the

traditional state vector based on polar voltages.

B. Dc grid model

The dc grid can be both asymmetric (monopolar) and sym-

metric (monopolar or bi-polar). Nonetheless, the dc branches

are simply modelled as resistive lines for steady state analysis.

Similarly to ac systems, node voltages are here considered as

state variables even if different options could be also possible.

The resulting state vector xdc is thus:

xdc = [V1, ..., VNdc
] (6)

where Vi is the voltage at the generic node i and Ndc is the

number of nodes of the dc grid.

The possible available measurements zdc considered for SE

are: voltage magnitude, active power flows and injections,

current flows and injections. The measurement function for

the voltages is clearly given by the same state variables used

in xdc. As for the current and power flow measurements, if

the measurement in the branch between the generic nodes

i (sending node) and j (receiving node) is considered, the

following holds:

hIij (xdc) = gij · (Vi − Vj) (7)

hIij (xdc) = k · gij · Vi(Vi − Vj) (8)

where gij is the conductance of the considered line, and k is

a coefficient equal to 1 in case of asymmetric monopolar grid

or 2 in case of symmetric monopolar and bipolar grid. As for

the current and power injection on the generic node i, they

can be expressed as:

hIi(xdc) =

Ndc
∑

j=1

j 6=i

gij · (Vi − Vj) (9)

hIi(xdc) =

Ndc
∑

j=1

j 6=i

k · gij · Vi(Vi − Vj) (10)

C. Converter model

In hybrid grids the converters are the interface between ac

and dc network. As a consequence, their accurate model is

key to correctly link the ac and dc quantities. Due to the

gaining popularity of Voltage Source Converters (VSC) for

MTdc grids [1], in this study VSCs are considered as the

connection between the ac and dc grid.

The VSC can be modelled as a controllable voltage source

interfaced to the ac grid via a reactor, a capacitive filter and

a transformer [14]. The schematic representation of the VSC

equivalent model is depicted in Fig. 1, where the impedances

of the phase reactor and transformer, and the susceptance

of the filter are expressed as Zc, Ztf and Bf , respectively.

Two additional nodes are created for every connection of a

converter on the ac side: firstly the filter bus, which is between

the transformer and reactor, and secondly the converter bus.

For the SE purposes these additional nodes are considered as

a part of the ac grid and therefore the original ac grid state



Fig. 1. Equivalent model of a converter station

vector (5) is extended to include the polar voltage quantities

of the filter bus and the converter bus as shown in (11):

x′
ac = [θac, θf , θc,Vac,Vf ,Vc] (11)

where θf and Vf are the vectors containing the voltage

magnitudes and phase-angles at the filter bus of each converter

in the grid, and θc and Vc are the analogous quantities at

the converter bus. In a similar way, possible measurements

available in the path between transformer and converter are

added to the ac grid measurements to create the extended

measurement vector z′ac.

Irrespective of the type of control strategies that regulate

the converter outputs, the active power flow on the ac and

dc side of the converter differs only by the converter losses.

Indicating with P ac
c and P dc

c these converter active powers

(on the ac and dc side, respectively) and with Ploss the above

mentioned losses, the following holds:

P dc
c = P ac

c − Ploss (12)

It is worth noting that P ac
c and P dc

c can be also seen as

equivalent power injections for the ac and dc grid, respectively,

and they can be deducted from the estimated state vectors (11)

and (6). As for power losses Ploss, their calculation strictly

depends on the specific features of the converter. In this study

they are modelled as a function of the current magnitude at

the ac converter bus (such current can be also computed from

the estimated state vector (11)). As suggested in [14], the

relationship here used for the power losses calculation is:

Ploss = a+ b · Iacc + c · Iacc
2

(13)

where Iacc is the ac side converter current magnitude, and a,

b and c are loss coefficients characterizing the switching and

conduction losses of the converter [14].

III. AC-DC STATE ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS

This Section describes the different approaches to ac-dc

hybrid SE tested in this paper. The models described in Section

II basically lead to two grids, ac and dc, which are linked

by the boundary powers at the converters through equation

(12). The basic idea of all the approaches is to perform SE

independently in each grid and to use the estimated state

variables to compute the respective boundary powers at the

converters. In this way, the active power injections at the

converter nodes of each grid are calculated. These injections

are then exchanged with the other grid (taking into account the

contribution of the power losses given in (12)) where they are

considered as additional measurements while performing the

subsequent SE step. It is worth underlining that, since each

SE run is based on the WLS approach, the weights of the

exchanged power injections are also to be calculated (see for

example [15] for the impact of the weights on SE results).

To this purpose, the uncertainty propagation law is applied by

means of the following matrix multiplication:

Σy =

[

∂fy(x)

∂x

]

[Σx]

[

∂fy(x)

∂x

]T

(14)

where Σy is the covariance matrix of the indirectly calculated

quantities y, Σx is the covariance matrix of the estimated

state variables x (which can be obtained as the inverse of

the Gain matrix in (3)) and fy(x) is the function linking the

computed quantities y to the starting variables x. The same

concept of uncertainty propagation is also used at the end

of the SE process to derive the theoretical uncertainty of the

final estimated quantities. In this way, the SE algorithm can

provide as output the estimated quantities together with their

associated uncertainty.

As detailed in the following subsections, all the presented

approaches share this common structure. The main differences

only refer to the coordination procedure and the pre-processing

operations needed before each new SE iteration.

A. Sequential SE algorithms

Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of the designed sequential SE

algorithms. The procedure starts with the execution of SE in

the ac grid, which uses the vector of starting measurements

z′ac. The resulting state estimates x′
ac are then used to calculate

the boundary power injections P ac
c at the converter node,

the power losses Ploss and, finally, the equivalent boundary

power injection P dc
c for the dc grid. Moreover, (14) is used to

calculate the corresponding uncertainties for P dc
c .

In the following step, dc grid SE is performed. The equiv-

alent power injections P dc
c provided by the ac grid are used

in addition to the set of measurements zdc. Similarly to the

ac grid step, the resulting state xdc is then used to calculate

the boundary powers at the converter in order to obtain the

equivalent power injection P ac
c for the ac grid.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the sequential SE algorithms



From the second run onwards, two different options are

used to continue the sequential procedure. In the first case

(named in the following as ”SE method 1”) ac and dc grid SE

are repeated iteratively using the previously estimated states

as input measurements, together with the equivalent power

injections P ac
c and P dc

c , respectively, coming from the other

grid. Such a solution is often used in multi-step SE algorithms

since it allows only few iterations for the convergence. How-

ever it also implies the use of the Gain matrix as weighting

matrix for the state estimates, thus meaning the introduction of

a full weighting matrix in the SE process, with the consequent

computational drawbacks.

To deal with this issue, in the second option (named in the

following as ”SE method 2”), the starting measurements z′ac
and zdc are again used as input to the ac and dc grids along

with the additional converter power injections. This choice

can be computationally less expensive, in particular in large

grids, since the weighting matrix of the starting measurements

always has a diagonal form.

Both SE method 1 and SE method 2 keep iterating sequen-

tially between ac and dc grid, and exchanging the active power

injection measurements at the converter, until a defined con-

vergence threshold is achieved. Here, the chosen convergence

criterion is:

max [Pac
c (t+ 1)−Pac

c (t)] < ǫ (15)

where Pac
c is the vector including the ac power injections at

all the existing converters, t indicates the iteration number and

ǫ is the selected threshold.

B. Two-step SE algorithm

As alternative to the sequential algorithms, the two-step

procedure proposed in [16] is here presented. Fig. 3 shows the

flowchart of this two-step SE method. As it can be observed,

the first step involves the parallel execution of SE for the ac

and dc grids using the starting z′ac and zdc measurements,

respectively. Similarly to the sequential methods, the ac grid

calculates from the state estimates the boundary powers P ac
c

at the converter nodes, the losses Ploss, and finally the dc

power injections P dc
c using (12). Exactly in the same way, the

dc grid computes the boundary quantity P dc
c at its converter

buses and sends this information to the ac grid where, using

(12), the equivalent ac power injection can be deducted.

The uncertainties to be considered for the WLS weights are

calculated by using (14).

Once obtained the input power injection measurements for

both the ac and dc grid, the second step SE can be run. To

do this, the boundary quantities P ac
c and P dc

c are added to the

set of starting measurements z′ac and zdc (respectively) and

provided as input to the second step SE. The procedure stops

after each individual grid has updated its state estimates.

IV. TESTS AND RESULTS

The presented ac-dc SE algorithms were implemented in

Matlab and tested in simulation environment to assess their

performance. Tests have been performed on the small hybrid

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the two-step SE algorithms

ac-dc grid depicted in Fig. 4, which is composed of a 5-bus

ac grid interconnected through a multi-terminal link to a 3-

bus dc network. Data of the grid can be found in [17], which

also provides the tool for running the power flow analysis

duly taking into account the converter power losses. Tests

were carried out considering the power flow results as ”true”

reference conditions of the network and then extracting the

selected measurements by perturbing the reference quantities

with random noise, according to the uncertainty level assumed

for each measurement. The measurement configuration used

for the tests includes:

• Ac grid: voltage magnitude measurements at nodes 4 and

5, and active and reactive power flow measurement for

each branch. In addition, power flow measurements for all

the converters, both in the transformer and in the reactor

branch, and zero injection knowledge at the filter bus

(between transformer and reactor) are considered.

• Dc grid: voltage measurement at bus 1, current measure-

ment in the branch between nodes 2 and 3, and power

measurement in the line between nodes 1 and 3.

All the measurements were considered to have Gaussian

distributed error with standard deviation equal to one third

of the assumed value of uncertainty. Simulations with 25000

Monte Carlo (MC) trials were used to statistically analyze

the SE results and to assess the goodness of the theoretical

uncertainty provided as output by the different hybrid SE

approaches.

The first series of tests has been conducted to compare the

performance of the different SE methods. A first drawback

found while performing the tests is the necessity to suitably

tune the convergence threshold of the sequential SE algorithms

depending on the uncertainty considered for the measurement

devices. Once this is done, in general, all the implemented al-

gorithms exhibit similar performance in the ac and dc grid. Fig.

5 shows as an example the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

results obtained for the estimation of the voltage magnitude

on the dc grid nodes when a measurement uncertainty equal to

1% is considered for all the measurements (both ac and dc). It

is possible to observe that all the approaches allow improving

the estimation accuracy with respect to the case in which the



Fig. 4. Ac-dc test network

only dc grid SE is performed. But, in particular, it is worth

underlining that the two-step algorithm, despite using less SE

iterations, leads to the same improvements as the sequential

methods.

The capability of the different approaches to provide the

correct theoretical uncertainty (using the uncertainty propa-

gation law as shown in (14)) has also been tested. In this

case, different results were found for the tested algorithms. In

particular, the sequential SE approaches proved to be unable to

correctly provide the theoretical uncertainty of the estimated

quantities, while very good results were found for the two-

step SE method. Table I shows the results achieved for SE

method 1 (similar results also hold for SE method 2) in

terms of expanded uncertainty (considering a coverage factor

equal to 3) expressed as percentage with respect to the dc

bus voltage values. In the Table, the statistical uncertainty

obtained through the MC test is compared to the theoretical

uncertainties provided as output from the estimator. Since

a value of theoretical uncertainty is obtained for each MC

trial (for each monitored quantity), Table I reports the mini-

mum, average and maximum values of theoretical uncertainty

obtained during the MC simulation (for the dc bus voltage

estimates). From such results it is evident that the statistically

expected uncertainty and the theoretical uncertainty do not

match. Table II reports instead the analogous results obtained

for the two-step SE algorithm. It is clear that in this case

Fig. 5. RMSE of dc grid voltage magnitude estimates

TABLE I
STATISTICAL VS THEORETICAL UNCERTAINTY FOR SE METHOD 1

Dc voltage Monte Carlo Theoretical uncertainty [%]

estimation uncertainty [%] Minimum Average Maximum

dc bus 1 0.83 0.06 0.11 0.36

dc bus 2 0.86 0.07 0.11 0.36

dc bus 3 0.86 0.07 0.11 0.37

TABLE II
STATISTICAL VS THEORETICAL UNCERTAINTY FOR TWO-STEP SE

Dc voltage Monte Carlo Theoretical uncertainty [%]

estimation uncertainty [%] Minimum Average Maximum

dc bus 1 0.83 0.82 0.83 0.83

dc bus 2 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.86

dc bus 3 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.86

a really reliable computation of the theoretical uncertainty is

instead obtained.

Fig. 6 shows the trend of the dc bus voltage estimates,

together with their theoretical uncertainty, during the different

iterations of the sequential SE method. It is possible to ob-

serve the trend of the estimated values stabilizes immediately

, while the calculated theoretical uncertainties decrease at

each iteration. This explains the varying limits of theoretical

uncertainty obtained in Table I: in fact, during the different

MC trials, a different number of iterations can be needed by

the sequential SE algorithm to converge. The reason for this

misbehaviour of the sequential algorithms is likely due to the

presence of neglected correlations between the internal grid

inputs and the converter power injections acquired from the

other grid. In fact, at each new SE iteration of the sequential

algorithm, the converter power injections are considered as

totally independent with respect to all the other inputs (no

mutual correlations in the weighting matrix). This can lead

to overestimate their impact on the estimation results if

some correlations actually exist. The same problem is also

mentioned in [18] where it is highlighted that neglecting the

mutual covariance between internal and boundary variables in

multi-area SE approaches can lead to poor SE solutions. In

the sequential approach, the presence of these correlations is

likely, since the power injections used in the subsequent steps

are previously processed by the same SE algorithm. It is worth

Fig. 6. Dc bus voltage estimates over sequential SE iterations with indication
of the theoretical uncertainty (between parenthesis)



Fig. 7. RMSE of dc grid voltage magnitude estimates when including or
neglecting converter power losses

Fig. 8. RMSE of ac grid voltage magnitude estimates when including or
neglecting converter power losses

noting that the same problem does not appear in the two-step

SE algorithm, since in this case the converter power injections

used at the second step have not been previously processed by

the same grid, and thus they are of course independent with

respect to the other internal inputs.

The impact of considering the converter losses in the SE

approach has also been evaluated. The results shown here refer

to the two-step SE algorithm and to the same measurement

configuration used in the previous tests. Fig. 7 shows, as an

example, the RMSE results obtained for the dc bus voltage

estimates, while Fig. 8 shows the same results for ac grid bus

voltages. It is evident that neglecting the converter losses can

drastically affect the accuracy of the estimation results, leading

to poor SE results even when an accurate measurement system

is deployed on the grid.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has analyzed the performance of different types

of hybrid ac-dc grid SE design. Two main conclusions can

be drawn by the performed analysis. Firstly, the iterative

procedure in the sequential SE approach does not allow

improving the estimation results. Consequently, a two-step

approach is preferable since it requires fewer iterations and

computation time. Moreover, the correct propagation of the

uncertainty, needed to obtain the theoretical uncertainties of

the estimates, can be only achieved through the two-step

algorithm. It is important remarking that the capability to

provide the theoretical uncertainty as output of the SE process

is a very important feature of the WLS formulation. This

information can be in fact exploited from the upper level

control applications, for example to properly select the most

appropriate safety margins to be used. Finally, performed

studies clearly show the importance to take into account the

converter power losses in the design of the ac-dc SE algorithm.
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